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Dear Parents,

The fall quarter is a special time for me; I love to be in the classrooms as much as possible to learn and 
observe. While doing so, I reflect on a book I read by Jacqueline Grennon Brooks, called In Search of 
Understanding, The Case for Constructivist Classrooms. Brooks tells us that in a constructivist classroom, 
the teacher structures opportunities for students to refine their understanding by posing contradictions, 
presenting new information, asking questions, encouraging research, and/or engaging students in 
inquiries designed to challenge current concepts. 

Brooks outlines five overarching principals, which I would like to touch on, as they reflect the kind of 
learning environment embraced by Bertschi educators. 

Teachers Seek and Value Students‘ Point of View: Brooks says posing problems of emerging relevance 
to students is a guiding principle of constructive pedagogy. Not all students arrive at the classroom door 
interested in verb constructs, motion and mechanics, biological cycles, or historical timelines, but most 
students can be helped to construct an understanding of the importance of these topics. The teacher’s 
mediation is the key factor in how they structure the lesson around questions that challenge students’ 
original hypotheses and spark the students’ initial interest. 

Sitting next to a student in a classroom, I witness, an “a-ha moment”. The student wrote down possible 
solutions to a problem already having had a chance to talk about his ideas and listen to others with a 
small group of his peers. He scribbled down a couple of scenarios, thought about it and then turned to 
me and said, “I got it”. His face was beaming with excitement as he shared his findings with the group. 

Structuring Learning Around Primary Concepts: The Quest for Essence: Brooks states that structuring 
the curriculum around primary concepts is critical. It is important to organize information around 
conceptual clusters of problems, such as questions, and discrepant ideas and that they are presented 
holistically rather than in separate isolated parts. Brooks suggests teaching in broad concepts, where 
students can select their own unique problem-solving approaches and use them as springboards for the 
construction of new understanding. Students are encouraged to think, reflect, analyze, compare and 
contrast. 

I visited another class involved in data analysis and probability. There were different groups of students 
figuring out how to best organize, analyze and display the data in graphs. The students learned so much 
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standardized tests. Brooks asserts that 
assessment, though, is most important 
as a tools rather than an accountability 
device. Instead of giving children a 
task and measuring how well they do, 
teachers should give children the task 
and determine the help they need in 
order to be successful. 

In our classrooms, I observe teachers 
who embrace our students’ autonomy 
and initiative and encourage them to 
engage in dialogue, both with teachers 
and with one another. I see teachers 
who foster students’ inquiry by asking 
thoughtful, open- ended questions and 
encourage students to ask questions 
of each other. I see children engaged 
in learning by asking good questions, 
showing empathy to each other and 
eagerly problem solving and learning 
from each other. I see children living 
our mission- becoming compassionate, 
confident and creative learners in a 
global community.

by listening to their peers who had such 
different ways of looking at the problem 
and expressing their solutions.

Seeking and Valuing Students’ Point of 
View: Brooks believes it is essential to 
seek and understand a student’s point of 
view, which is a window into the child’s 
reasoning. Having the awareness of each 
student’s point of view helps the teacher 
to challenge students and makes the 
school experience more meaningful. 

Visiting another classroom, a student 
shared her thoughts and ideas about 
a book she read. After sharing her 
viewpoint and observations, she invited 
her peers’ thoughts, which sparked a 
very lively and engaged discussion. The 
children learned from each other’s ideas, 
thoughts and comments and, at the end 
of the discussion, the teacher invited 
her students to share final key points. 

Adapting Curriculum to Address 
Students Suppositions: As Brooks 
states, learning is enhanced when 
the curriculum’s cognitive, social and 
emotional demands are accessible to 
students. Therefore, a relationship 
must exist between the demands of the 
curriculum and the supposition that each 
student brings to the curricula task. As 
Jean Piaget, famous Swiss philosopher 
and developmental psychologist, 
theorizes, children use different mental 
structures to think about and make 
sense of their world at different times 
in their life. Piaget focused on four 
stages where mental structures appear to 
emerge:

Sensorimotor Period (age birth to two) 
when the infant learns by physically 
acting on the environment, learning that 
objects have constant shapes and that 
bodily movement can be coordinated 
with other objects.

Preoperational Period (ages 2-7) when the 
child learns language and other forms of 
representation begins to relate to objects. 

Concrete Operational Period (ages 7-11) 
when the child’s reasoning processes 
broaden. 

Formal Operational Period (during or 
beyond adolescence) this is when an 
individual can use abstract logical 
structures in diverse problem solving 
areas.

Today Piaget’s theory remains largely 
followed, but Brooks cautions that 
categorizing students’ general abilities 
does not help teachers in developing 
appropriate instructional strategies 
for particular topics and concepts. It 
is important that teachers have some 
understanding of the foundational 
principals of cognitive development 
theory.

Assessing Student Learning in the 
Context of Teaching: Teachers assess 
student learning in the context of daily 
teaching and Brooks believes assessment 
of student learning does not need to be 
separate from everyday normal classroom 
activities. 

I observed one of our teachers invite a 
discussion about a story she had just read 
by asking the children to identify the 
key elements. She began with an open-
ended question and built on each child’s 
answer. One child’s answer, though, was 
irrelevant to the discussion. The teacher 
asked the child to rethink her answer and 
the child replied with a smile saying, “Oh, 
I think that the feeling of that animal 
might have been hurt because…” Gently, 
the teacher helped the child to refocus 
allowing the teacher to more accurately 
assess her. 

Our children do study spelling and math, 
and are tested and quizzed. Our third, 
fourth and fifth grade students are given 

[ Brigitte’s message continued from page 1 ]

Redefining Sustainability 
American Institute of Architects visits 
Bertschi School

 
 
Bertschi School was proud to be part 
of this year’s American Institute of 
Architects Committee on Architecture 
for Education (AIA CAE) fall conference.  
Over 150 educational architects from 
across the country visited The Bertschi 
Center—the first LEED certified 
independent school facility in the Pacific 
Northwest earlier this fall. In addition to 
touring the Center, the Gymnasium was 
host to two biomimicry workshops.

Brigitte Bertschi, along with architects 
Bob Hull and Kate Spitzer, with 
The Miller| Hull Partnership, had an 
opportunity to welcome and talk to 
conference goers about the design and 
construction of the Bertschi Center. The 
Bertschi Center was the tipping point for 
our sustainability curriculum. We now 
have 3rd graders measuring paper and 
food waste, 5th graders monitoring the 
energy output of our solar panels, and 
parents setting up “green” car shows and 
walk and bike to school days. 

Thank you to Vida Towne, our Physical 
Education Teacher, Andrea Braganza, our 
Art Teacher, Jerry Wrightson, our Music 
Teacher, and the whole staff of Extended 
Day for helping to make this conference 
such an exciting event.

We would also like to thank our generous 
community who gave of their time, 
talents and resources to make the 
Bertschi Center a reality.

Thirty-five beaming fifth graders received their 

certificates in June, following an exciting final year at 

Bertschi. Highlights of the year included four-day trip to 

Islandwood; a study of immigration and their own familyís 

ancestry; and production of their class play. While it’s 

always difficult to leave friends behind, the students are 

well-prepared and excited for the challenges that middle 

school will bring.

The graduates headed to a number of schools including:

The Bush School

Seattle Academy of Arts and Sciences

University Prep

The Northwest School

Billings Middle School

Lakeside School
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Graham Bevan, class of 2000, graduated from Seattle 
Academy last year and is a freshman at Macalester College in St 
Paul. He is playing soccer and is interested in neurobiology.

Thomas Bevan, class of 1997, is currently a mechanical 
engineering student at CalPoly in San Luis Obispo. He graduated 
from Legos and building a kit car to serious study! 

Maressa Brennan, class of 2001, is a senior at SAAS and 
is busy with college applications at the moment.

Karina Brennan, class of 2003, is a sophomore at SAAS 
and will be doing some community service work in Fiji in the 
summer of 2008

Michael Brennan, class of 2003, is a sophomore at SAAS 
and will head back to New Zealand again this summer for some 
touring around and snow boarding.

Kate Fortmueller, is currently an Annenberg Graduate 
Fellow at USC’s School of Cinematic Arts.  Upon completion of 
her Masters in Critical Studies in spring, 2008, she plans to 
pursue a Ph.D.  After graduating from Smith College in 2001 
Kate lived in NYC for a year where she was often able to see  
her friend since their days in kindergarten at Bertschi,  
Cartier Stennis.  

Julia McPhee Pahlow (Bertschi School 1990 to 1997) 
attended University Prep for middle school and then went to 
Choate Rosemary Hall boarding school in Connecticut for high 
school, graduating in 2004. She is now in her senior year at 
Washington University in St. Louis working on a double major 
in Anthropology and French. She studied at the University of 
Toulouse in France as a junior, and is applying to Teach for 
America for the next two years after she graduates in 2008. 

Lily Wallace Pahlow (Bertschi School 1987-1994, 
class of l995) attended University Prep for middle school and 
graduated from University Prep Upper School in 2002. She then 
attended Washington University in St. Louis and graduated with 
a degree in Film in 2006. She is now living in Los Angeles and 
working in the movie industry, where she has worked with many 
famous actors. 

...where my kids and I announce our 
arrival every morning with two gleeful 
dogs tangled in their leashes and a big, 
smelly bag of dog doody

...where resource teachers and 
administrators, sometimes under layers 
of raincoats, help children out of cars at 
drop off

...where I see the same mother and 
daughter running hand-in-hand every 
morning to get to school before 
attendance is delivered to the office

...where I know I can always approach 
my children’s teachers with questions, 
big or small

...where I can always count on seeing 
the latest in gortex and fleece fashions

...where I hover with parents in the 
breezeway to catch up, make plans or 
trade tips on packing waste-free lunches

...where I collect hugs from parents 
on the girls’ soccer team I coach, even 
though after four years we’ve never 
had anything that resembles a winning 
season

...where I feel comfortable wearing my 
sweaty running clothes

...where the head of school knows not 
just my name and the names of my 
children, but the names of my mother 
and father

...where the teachers appear genuinely 
happy to see my kids, even when their 
hair is sticking up all funny and they 
have gunk dripping out of their noses 
(unless it’s green, in which case I keep 
them at home)

...where my kids beg to go to extended 
day so that they can hang out at school 
a little longer

...where parents turn the jump rope for 
children that don’t even belong to them

...where moms, dads, grandparents and 
caregivers wedge into the tight spaces 
outside Linda’s and Anna’s rooms or 
Liane’s and Niemh’s rooms to collect kids 
after school

...where I not-so-silently curse Jerry 
for introducing my fourth grader to the 
recorder

...where my daughter comes home from 
school and can’t wait to share with me 
the stories she writes in class, and my 
son can’t wait to share…well, he doesn’t 
share much of anything (typical)

...where I would like to give every one 
of my children’s teachers a (small eco-
friendly) car as a genuine expression of 
my gratitude for the gift of their talents 
and hard work

...where our crossing guard, Arthur 
Pressley, kindly reminds me that I left 
the dogs tied up outside school

And just when you thought the list was 
over…(well, actually that list is over)…
I’ve got more for you. In an effort to 
support the faculty and administration 
and promote community within our 
parent population, the Bertschi Parent 
Council helps to put on a variety of events 
including:

All-School Picnic (250 people gathered 
to eat, press apples and enjoy the 
entertainment in September)

Parent Education Evenings (more than 100 
people attended Sam Goldstein’s lecture 
in October)

Walk or Bike to School Day (approximately 
60 people chose to walk or ride instead of 
drive to school on October 19) 

Parents’ Night Out (this is the swanky 
event for the year; a sit down dinner with 
drinks and dancing on November 17)

All-School Skate (lace up the skates and 
take to the ice on *INSERT DATE*)

Family Movie Night (enjoy popcorn and red 
vines on *INSERT DATE*)

Helping Hands Day (join other Bertschi 
families for a morning of community 
service on *INSERT DATE*)

Bite of Bertschi (share a dish that 
celebrates your family’s heritage on 
*INSERT DATE*)

I hope that you will join other Bertschi 
parents, children, teachers and 
administrators for any (or all) of these 
events to celebrate and continue building 
our special community.

 but being the contrary sort, I’m making a list instead. 
I’m good at lists. I rely on them for my sanity. Without them, I would never be able to keep straight which groceries I intend to buy 
at which of the four different markets I patronize each week. But that’s off-topic. This list is more sentimental. Not that it will make 
you cry. It won’t. Maybe it will, however, prompt a little reflection on a place where we’ve chosen to send our children to school. 

A community…

Alumni note — Meagan Walker Sorenson
Bertschi Parent Council

I was asked if I’d write an article about the community at Bertschi from 
my perspective as a parent council member

Jessica Ritt graduated from Bertschi in 1995 and next 
became a 2002 graduate of University Prep. In addition to 
educational accomplishments, she played several positions 
on U Prep’s Varsity volleyball team.  As a college senior, 
Jessica interned in New York for Coach Corporate in its 
Public Relations department.  She received her Psychology 
degree from Emory University in 2006.  Currently, she lives 
in Manhattan and works for another public relations firm 
that serves the fashion industry. It is an extremely fast-
paced work environment and the hours are often long.  She 
is learning how to live within a budget- no easy task.  Jess 
loves New York and is thoroughly enjoying her life there 
with co-workers, friends and endless activities.  

After graduating from Bertschi in 1998, Hanna Ritt 
attended University Prep where as a freshman, she was 
captain of the Jr. Varsity volleyball team, and captain of 
the Varsity team during her junior and senior years.  She 
was voted MVP and recognized as one of the best outside 
hitters in the state.  She is finishing up her senior year 
at Emory University where she also has been captain of 
the Intramural women’s volleyball team.  She is working 
on a double major:  Educational Studies and Sociology 
(with an emphasis on Organization and Management).  
In her junior year, she interned twice in the Human 
Resources department of a large Seattle based company.   
She thought the world of her co-workers and she found the 
work to be challenging, creative and stimulating.  After 
graduation, she wants to head for New York for at least 
a year with two goals: to live in close proximity to her 
sister and to find employment in the field of HR.  She has 
plans for graduate school after she attains additional work 
experience.
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An Islandwood Journal

Everything is purposeful and thoughtful here. Their 
LEED certified buildings are beautiful and functional, and 
they’re designed to teach about architecture that honors 
the earth. The immaculately groomed trails and grounds 
give access to a diversity of ecosystems and experiences 
throughout Islandwood’s 255 acre campus. Our 
instructors share a sense of wonder and respect for the 
earth, but it’s also just plain fun. Where else can you 
watch your child excitedly (but gently) pick up a banana 
slug from the side of the trail and give it a kiss?

Islandwood’s curriculum is about shared and individual 
experiences. Each of our four groups visits the harbor, 
takes a ride on the floating classroom, completes a 
challenge on the teams course, explores the garden, and 
hikes to the bird blind. But, this is nature we’re studying. 
Like snowflakes, no two experiences are the same. The 
Rain group spots one of Islandwood’s resident owls. 
Team Bog has lunch at the historic Blakely cemetery and 
learns the sad story of the Dix disaster. At dinner and in 
our bunks at night, we have tales to swap and a common 
vocabulary that is the language of Islandwood.

On the teams course, Team Wind faces a rope swing and 
a platform that‘s probably big enough for the nine team 
members. The first task, though, is to get hold of the 
swing, which is dangling 10 
feet out of reach. Teamwork 

is second nature to these kids. And they are full of ideas. Not everything 
works, but they’re sure they can do it, and their enthusiasm is infectious. 
When one teammate’s silliness sets them back, they just regroup and begin 
again - without blame. This is the “Bertschi way” in action - they understand 
and accept each other’s gifts and challenges, and they are determined to 
complete the task at hand as a team. Success, like lunch, tastes even better 
in the outdoors. 

Our second night we are taken out after dark into the woods. While we 
are learning about the rods and cones in our eyes and listening to the night 

time sounds of the forest, this hike is also about teamwork. Our 
group plunges down a narrow trail through sword fern and elderberry 
shoots. We have to inch past a rough patch in the trail in the pitch 
black - one hand on the person’s back in front, and making sure that 
the one behind doesn’t lose the connection. Our reward is a light show 
of phosphorescence created by wintergreen lifesavers crunched in our 
laughing mouths.

One of the most powerful of the individual experiences is structured 
time alone in the woods. 
The instructors each have 
a slightly different routine, 
but every fifth grader gets 
to spend a little time alone 
with the peaceful landscape, 

listening and observing. It is a transformative experience, to 
say the least. “The leaves are like poetry,” one boy explains. 
Another fifth grader, upon completing a sound map of her 
hillside notes, “The birds sing like a chorus. There’s a rhythm 
to it.” 

And as the power of the natural world starts to make its 
mark on these kids, Islandwood brings home an important 
message: people leave a footprint on the earth. You can reduce 

your footprint. Each 
meal, we weigh our 
waste, all 150 of us in residence for the week. Our final meal, 
we are down to a single pound of total waste, including liquids. 
Wastewater here is filtered through an elaborate “living machine” 
and then used to water the landscape. Soon it will be certified 
as “gray water” and used to flush toilets, too. Solid wastes are 
composted. Food wastes are composted and used to fertilize 
the onsite garden, source of some of our food at meals. We 
are careful to pack up any litter from our snacks, although our 
snacks are sometimes blackberries, huckleberries, pickle weed or 
nettles. 

The last night at Islandwood we have a campfire, and the 
kids provide the entertainment. They have planned skits and 
performances - some amazingly elaborate. It takes guts to get up 
there, and these kids have it in spades. The final performance of 
the program features three of our girls, singing “The Moon Song” 

- a catchy, sweet tune they are learning because it also relates to their study of the solar system in 
science. Although it is a moonless night, it seems so fitting. Spontaneously, one of the singers motions 
to her seated classmates to join in, which they of course do. Because that’s what Bertschi kids do. 

Galvanized as a group, enriched and focused by the intensity of the experience, our fifth graders return 
from Islandwood ready to tackle this school year’s challenges and transitions head on. 

— Pam Lauritzen

The days are full, and the nights are cool and quiet, 
except for the occasional owl call. Islandwood is 
so much more than a sleep-away camp experience for 
Bertschi fifth graders. Its staff are quick to point out 
that it’s not a camp at all - it’s a school in the woods. 
The woods are the school. The program is an immersion 

experience in ecology, 
and we are jumping in.
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Cathy Grant, our new librarian, 
lives on Bainbridge Island. She 
recently earned her Masters in 
Library Science degree from Southern 
Connecticut State University’s 
Information and Library Science 
program. She also holds a Masters 
in Teaching from Calvin College in 
Grand Rapids, Michigan. For the past 

15 years she has taught Reading and Special Education in 
Washington State public schools.  
Bertschi’s school principles and small, supportive learning 
environment are values that she shares. These values attracted 
her to the school and persuaded her it was worth the ferry 
ride to be Bertschi’s librarian. She has been very impressed 
with the broad collection of books available to students and 
is enjoying helping them find a “special book” when they 
visit the library. Cathy plans to continue and expand on 
previous literacy, library and information skill programs for the 
students. In particular, an expansion of web based resources 
will be a goal for this year. 

David Chow is excited to be 
back at Bertschi School. Originally 
from central Ohio, David graduated 
from Ohio Wesleyan University, 
where he received his bachelor’s 
degree in Elementary Education. 
After working four years as a fourth 
and fifth grade math and science 
teacher in the Delaware City School 

System, David and his wife Jess moved to Seattle, WA. As the 
Director of Extended Day, David worked at Bertschi School 
from 2001-2005. In May of 2005, David joined the University 
of Washington as an Assistant Director of Development for 
Campaign UW: Creating Futures. He enjoyed working for the 
School of Pharmacy, the Office of Minority Affairs and Diversity 
and the UW Women’s Center. “Having the opportunity to come 
back to Bertschi School is a dream come true. I missed the 
sounds of recess, kids moving around the school, and the 
energy that you feel working in a prek-5 grade school.” Since 
returning to Bertschi, David enjoys climbing on the new play 
structure during 1st recess and getting to know all the new 
families at Bertschi. David looks forward to a busy admission 
season and a spectacular school year. 

New Staff
Maggie Holloway is extremely 
excited to be back home in Seattle. 
She was born here in the city, but 
grew up out on the coast in the 
cranberry farming town of Grayland. 
From there she headed off to college 
at Randolph-Macon Woman’s College 
in Lynchburg, Virginia from which she 
received her B.A. in Studio Art as well 

as her Elementary Education certification. After some time in 
Switzerland, where she was an au pair for a couple years, and 
time working as a substitute teacher and at Starbucks here 
in the Seattle area, she moved to Japan with her husband 
where she took over art for one quarter and then taught 1st 
grade at a Department of Defense school on a US Navy base 
in Ikego. Before returning home this summer, she and her 
husband spent five weeks traveling up in the mountains of 
Peru and down in the Amazon in Bolivia. Becoming a part of 
the Bertschi community when she arrived was like a dream 
come true. “It is amazing to be in a teaching community that 
values each individual child and their education as much as 
they do here at Bertschi. Plus, I’ve never been a part of a 
school with such supportive and involved parents.” It has 
been a challenging start to a new year, but Maggie is up for 
the challenge and really looks forward to working more as a 
part of the “Teacher Team” in pre-k.

Michelle Lackman is excited 
to be a new member of the Bertschi 
School community! Originally from 
Marin County, CA, Michelle graduated 
from University of Colorado at Boulder 
in 2002, where she received her 
bachelor’s degree in Communication. 
After working in Advertising from 
2002 - 2006, Michelle realized that 

she missed working with kids as she had done previously 
through camps and various internships. Michelle and her 
husband Ari decided to make the move from California to 
Seattle in February of 2006, where she went back to school 
for her Masters in Teaching at City University, Bellevue. 
Michelle looked at many schools when trying to decide where 
she wanted to be working this year, and found Bertschi to be 
a warm and caring environment where she would be able to 
learn from others around her and grow as a teacher. 

Niamh O’Connell began her 
teaching career in Cork, Ireland 
where she grew up and received a 
degree in Elementary Education at 
Mary Immaculate College, Limerick. 
She taught first grade for two years 
in Cork, then traveled to Australia 
and taught for a year in a pre-school 
classroom. Niamh moved to the states 

in 2004, where she taught in a third grade classroom in North 
Carolina. She has taught third grade ever since. 
Niamh was drawn to Bertschi because of the belief that 
all children are unique and learn differently.  She agrees 
that classrooms should be child-centered and that learning 
experiences should be hands-on and relevant to everyday 
life. Working with the cultural awareness and environmental 
themes are an added bonus to working for Bertschi. 
Niamh is pleased to be working with your child this year and 
implementing a strong foundation for the years to come! 
Teaching is truly a joyful journey… 
And it is with great pleasure that I welcome your child to join 
me in this discovery! 
 

 
Stephanie Cameron is happy 
to be at Bertschi School and is 
slowly integrating into the Bertschi 
Community. Stephanie started her 
development career nine years ago 
with the Olympic Music Festival where 
she was the Assistant Festival Manager 
and truly learned what it meant to 
be part of a small organization. She 

left there to join Cornish College of the Arts, coordinating 
all development activities and the activities of the Alumni 
Association and its volunteer Board of Directors. She then 
went on the Camp Fire USA, working closely with the 
campaign steering committee during the implementation and 
planning of a $9 million capital campaign. Stephanie comes 
to us most recently from Food Lifeline where she was in 
charge of their individual giving program. In just over three 
years she successfully built their annual fundraising from just 
over $800,000 to $1.2 million annually and helped them to 
increase their base of support. “I am so excited to be in such 
an incredibly nurturing and tight knit community. I have 
felt so welcomed in my short time here and look forward to 
getting to know everyone at Bertschi School.”

What is the Diversity and Global Citizenship Committee?

We are an enthusiastic group of people with a common goal. 
The Diversity and Global Citizenship Committee consists of 
current parents, faculty and staff charged with supporting the 
Bertschi School Diversity Statement: we honor and support 
the unique contributions to our society made by people of 
all ethnic, economic, religious, racial backgrounds, physical 
ability, learning styles and sexual orientation. We strive to 
promote inclusiveness in all school areas, including school 
programs, community activities and recruitment of students, 
faculty community to reflect the region in which we live.

In the past we have planned Parent Education evenings, 
booked multi-cultural performances for All School Meetings, 
assisted in recruiting new families through a variety of out-
reach venues, and of course held Diversity Movie Night and 
the Bite of Bertschi.

The Bite of Bertschi is a wonderful event that highlights some 
of the different foods and traditions in school families. This 
kind of gathering is typical of how Bertschi embraces diversity 
and shares the benefits of a varied student body.

The 2nd Annual Diversity Movie Night returns in February and 
the Bite of Bertschi will be held in March. In the mean time, 
we continue to support the Affinity Groups. We are looking to 
add new groups to support your needs and will be highlighting 
books and community events in the Parent Update.
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Buddies  &  Pals
Mary Pembroke-Perlin

Mary is a parent of Adam in second 
grade and Theo in Kindergarten.  She is 
currently on the boards of New Discovery 
Preschool and the National Center for 
Family Philanthropy.  She is a founding 
member of Social Venture Partners, 
and is past-president of the board of 
Philanthropy Northwest.  Presently, Mary 
serves on the Committee on Trustees.

Margot Kenly

Margot is an entrepreneur and parent 
of alumni student, Colin Narver, class 
of 1997. She is a former teacher and 
founder of Santa Barbara Middle School. 
Margot has founded a number of 
companies, including Blue Dog Bakery of 
which she now serves as President. She 
has served on a number of philanthropic 
boards, including the Intiman Theatre 
and Pacific Art Center. Margot serves on 
the Facilities committee. 

Oscar Mraz

Oscar is a CFO with over 20 years of 
financial/accounting experience. His 
daughter, Marguerite, is in third grade at 
Bertschi. He is the founder and CFO of 
Story Worldwide and has served on many 
community boards including Experience 
Music Project, Home Alive, KEXP.ORG and 
Blues Music Foundation. Oscar currently 
serves on both the Audit and Finance 
committees.

Buddies
Students at Bertschi School know all 
about community, taking care of others, 
and showing respect for those around 
them. It is taught to them the day they 
set foot on campus. They know that 
the school is their community and that 
they are responsible for helping to build 
it. After all, when you strive to build 
community, the place to start is with the 
children.

Bertschi students are described as 
leaders, able to make friends easily and 
the first to lend a hand. These are just 
a few of the many community-building 
qualities that our children learn from 
the Buddy program. When it started 
over 10 years ago, the Buddy Program 
was designed to help the older children 
learn that they were responsible for the 
younger children on campus. It gave 
them a sense that there were people who 
looked up to them, and for whom they 
needed to set a good example. 

Just think back to when you were a 
child. Do you remember how much you 
looked up to the older kids? I remember 
thinking how cool and untouchable 
they were. Here at Bertschi, the buddy 
program takes away that mystique. Our 
younger students not only look up to the 
older children, they are also guided by 
them They know that they have someone 
looking out for them. 

An additional benefit is that the 
older children learn how to have age-
appropriate conversations. They learn 
how smaller children may be scared by 
certain topics and to avoid them. They 
also gain a sense of pride - they are the 
big buddy!

Every kindergartener paired with a third 
grade buddy, first is paired with fourth 
and second is paired with fifth. They 
meet once or twice a month to read, 

help with measuring, art, sometimes 
even taking field trips together; 
creating bonds that last longer than 
the school year. 

Recently I snuck into a buddy class 
with Niamh (third grade) and Jeannie 
(kindergarten). It was great to watch 
them working together and learning 
from each other. Third grade is an 
especially exciting time to be a buddy. 
This is when they go from being the 
younger buddy to being the older 
buddy. When I asked third grader 
Sophie Tan what it’s like to finally be 
the big buddy, she responded with “It’s 
fun!” Isn’t this what we all want to 
hear from our children when they’re 
learning something valuable? At 
the end of the day, Bertschi’s Buddy 
program is an incredible way to teach 
children empathy and responsibility 
to others - the perfect definition or 
community. 

Bob Evans served on the Board from 
2004 to 2007 when his son, Ben, 
graduated from Bertschi. He was 
an active member of the Bertschi 
community, serving as Chair of the 
Diversity Committee for three years 
and working with Tina on many, many 
drama productions. His enthusiastic 
contributions to the Bertschi community 
are truly missed.

Mark Jacox joined the Board in 2005 
and worked on the Finance Committee 
for three years. Mark always had good 
insights and contributions and was 
instrumental in the bond financing 
process for the Bertschi Center. His 
daughter, Madison, graduated from 
Bertschi in 2006.

Charles Lawrence was a member of the 
Board of Trustees from 2004 to 2007. His 
invaluable insights and dedication to the 
school is sorely missed. During his time 
on the Board, he served on a number of 
committees including, the Development 
Committee, Diversity Committee and 
Strategic Planning Committee. His 
daughter, Katie, graduated from Bertschi 
in 2007.

Kelley Western served on the Board 
from 2002 to 2007 during which time 
she chaired the Annual Fund, Committee 
on Trustees and Development Committee. 
Her imaginative ideas, great energy, 
and commitment to the school are all 
greatly missed. Her daughter, Vivienne, 
graduated in 2004 and her daughter 
Audrey graduated in 2007. 

When it comes to fostering a spirit 
of community in our children, first 
grade teachers Latasia and Jill know 
just how to do it.  
With the help of Bob Evans, now an 
alumni parent, they connected with 
Tanya Kamila a first grade teacher at 
neighboring Seattle Public School, 
Stevens Elementary.

The women set up a pen pal program 
between their classes. First they send 
a group letter to the class and then 
they partner their kids up individually 
with a pen pal. After two or three 
individual exchanges, the kids meet 
up at Volunteer Park for a play date to 
get to know one another face to face. 

The Bertschi pals were invited to 
Stevens Elementary where they got 
to see that although different, they 
were also very similar. Similar in that 
they all had friends and different in 
the amount space the students have 
at Stevens. The Bertschi students were 
so impressed! The best part was their 
reaction to the Stevens lunch room. 
There was so much excitement and 
commotion during lunch, something 
Bertschi Students had never seen 
before.

As a way to teach the children the 
importance of community is and how 
a community can make a difference, 
the first grade classes and the entire 
community of both schools are invited 
to join other neighborhood schools in 
a march at Volunteer Park celebrating 
the life of Dr. Martin Luther King, 
Jr. Teaching them that when we join 
together as a community, we have an 
incredible, and powerful voice.

Cecilia Tung

Cecilia is a high school physics teacher 
at Northwest School. Her son, Max, 
graduated from Bertschi in 2007 and 
her daughter, Allie, is in fourth grade at 
Bertschi. She is on various committees 
as a faculty member at Northwest School 
and is involved in many community 
service projects, including volunteering 
at the food bank and organizing blood 
drives. Cecilia serves on the Diversity 
committee. 

Sumi Almquist

Sumi is mother to Griffin in first grade 
and Raven in Kindergarten. She is an 
active community volunteer serving 
on the New Discovery Preschool Board 
and the auction committee at both 
New Discovery and Queen Anne Coop 
Preschool. Sumi also helped launch 
Bravo! club for the Seattle Opera. Sumi 
serves on the Development committee. 
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Looking Ahead…
For more information about these and other 
events, check www.bertschi.org

Udo Reich 

Mike Rodden 

John Sage 

Meagan Sorenson 

Cecilia Tung 

T.J. Vassar

Winter Break
December 24 – January 4

First Day of Winter Quarter
January 7

All School Skate
January 12

Martin Luther King, Jr. Day – No School
January 21

Dragon Parade
February 8

Family Movie Night
February 9

Mid Winter Break
February 20-22

Bite of Bertschi 
March 16

Spring Break 
April 7-11

Helping Hands Day
April 19

2227 10th Avenue East
Seattle, Washington 98102

Office: 206.324.5476
Fax: 206.329.4806 
office@bertschi.org

www.bertschi.org


